
GLASS AT CENTRAL           A two day glass conference

Conference Review

A two day Conference at the Cochrane Theatre was held on September 18th - 19th  2011 to mark the end 
of the glass course that closed in 2011 after 115 years. Stained Glass was one of the original courses of the 
Central School of Arts and Crafts and had evolved over the years, but the move to new premises meant that 
the course would not be part of the restructuring of the college. 

The conference was organized by Caroline Swash in conjunction with an exhibition of artists who had taught 
and studied at Central as well as a book by Hildegard Pax to record and be a tribute to the students and  
tutors of the past 25 years.

The conference was divided into 4 specific themes, new ways with glass in architecture, the continuing role of 
stained glass in architecture, sources of inspiration and perhaps the most difficult of all, how to stay creative and 
make money!

Each of the speakers gave a very individual account of their work and practice and it was fascinating to hear 
how diverse glass can be and the different contexts in which it can be used.  An important aspect of the  
speakers and glass at CSM was the variety of backgrounds that people had come from and how they had 
translated these different experiences into their glass practice. The sessions were introduced and chaired by 
practitioners of glass in various formats who also gave their own insights of what working with glass had meant 
for them. At the end of each session the audience was invited to ask questions giving an added dimension to 
the Conference 

As well as the speakers there were other contributions. This included a film ‘From Coventry to Cochem’ of 
the inimitable Patrick Reyntiens his lifetime and continuing work as well as his collaborations with John Piper, 
Graham Jones and his son John.  The second day showed images of the work of Tandra Chanda and how she 
manages to create glass in India despite a shortage of resources.

The conference finished with a conversation between Amal Ghosh who had been the course leader for many 
years and Franki Austin.  Amal cited his influences on his work these being mainly artists who have worked 
with glass but who are known primarily for their painting. Images of his work were shown as well as those that 
he admired, and was followed by a discussion of the possibilities of glass within contemporary practice.

The two days each ended with an evening event, the launch of the book ‘Glass at Central’ and the private view 
of the exhibition, ‘Central Retro’ which also gave the opportunity for students and tutors to meet up again, 
some having not seen each other for many years. Although tinged with sadness at the closure of the course, 
the conference was a wonderful celebration of glass at CSM and many thanks go to Caroline and Hildegard for 
organizing such a successful event.

Amanda Moriarty



Julia St Claire Forde - ‘Structure, Space and Abstraction’

At Central 1989-91. Julia came to glass from fine art and the new material (glass) became an extension of her 
interest in colour and light. 

Matt Reed - ‘Glass for the Royal Society of Chemistry’

At Central 2008-9. Matt came to glass from film and television, then trained as a lead light maker working with 
different studios, now working in production for TV as well as for architectural glass projects.

Alex Robinson - ‘Glass panel for University College Hospital’

At Central  2003-05. Alex’ came from an academic background entirely free from artistic prejudices. Through 
continuous experimentation she has continued to produce glass for individual sale and architecture.

Ruth Kersley Greisman - ‘The Jewish Free School Synagogue’

At Central 1990-92. Ruth’s early training in sculpture gave her a very special, tactile, approach to glass which she 
has developed during the ensuing years. 

Maria Beddoes - ‘Façade for John Lewis, Exeter’

At Central 2008-10. Maria’s background in graphic design has informed her fascinating small scale works as well 
as her architectural glass. 

PM Session: ‘The continuing role of stained glass in architecture’ - chaired by Harry Cardross

Day 1 - ‘Glass and Architecture’

AM Session: ‘New ways with glass in architecture’ - chaired by Andrew Moor

Benjamin Finn – ‘Southwark Cathedral Library window’
At Central 1988-90. Ben now runs his own studio at the ancient church of St Peters, Wickham Bishop making 
new windows, mainly for churches.

Ruth Taylor Jacobson – ‘The Eternal’
At Central 1989-91. Ruth came to glass through painting and etching and her stained glass panels continue to 
reflect and resonate with the imagery she explores in these media. 

Tim Cunliffe – ‘Tree of Life’
At Central 1998-90.  Tim teaches and continues to create original and powerful glass, mostly to commission and 
for exhibition



Rachel Mulligan - Castleton Primary School - ‘The Months’
At Central 1991-92. Rachel continues to work within the great tradition of leaded glass building windows that 
are ‘illustrative and descriptive’ for private and public buildings.

Peter Young – ‘Collaborative Processes’
At Central 1987-89. Peter has continued to make thoughtful and poetic work in glass on his own account and in 
collaboration with school communities in Ireland. 

Film ‘From Coventry to Cochem’ by John and Patrick Reyntiens
A film about the work in stained glass by Patrick Reyntiens and his collaborations with John Piper, Graham 
Clarke and his son John Reyntiens.

Day 2 - ‘Glass and Contemporary Practise’

AM Session: ‘Sources of inspiration’ - chaired by Helen Maurer

Helga Reay-Young – ‘Glass and Nature’
At Central -1984-86. Trained as an architect, Helga came to Central to work in glass with Patrick Reyntiens. She 
later discovered the pleasure of working ‘small’ on her own, painting on glass or building 3 dimensional objects. 
She is a founder member of the ‘Women’s International Glass Workshop’.

Mary Mackey – ‘Landscape into glass’
Exhibited at Central 2001. Mary is a landscape artist in paint and glass. Also a member of the ‘Women’s Interna-
tional Glass Workshop’.

Deborah Sandersley – ‘Photography and glass’
At Central 2001-03. Deborah has combined photography with glass in fresh and interesting ways to commission 
and for exhibition.

Amanda Moriarty – ‘The Chromatic Dynamic’
At Central 1996-98. Amanda has explored colour in stained and kiln formed glass. She is a Director and Trea-
surer of the CGS, raising the profile of glass practise in the UK



Day 2 - ‘Glass and Contemporary Practise’

PM session: ‘How to make glass, make money and stay creative’  - chaired by Adam Aaronson

Andrew Boddington – ‘Exhibiting together - The Teepee Glass Group’
At Central 2003-05. Andrew works independently and to commission. He is a member of the Teepee Glass 
cooperative.

Aline Johnson – ‘Glass and Lighting’ 
At Central 1998-2000. Aline works from Cockpit Arts in Holborn, she specialises in making glass for chandeliers 
in collaboration with interior designers.

Lucy Batt – ‘Designing for special interiors’
At Central 2003-04. Lucy both designs and makes new tableware and glass for very special interiors.

Sigrún Einarsdóttir  - ‘Struggle and success in Iceland’
Representing Central’s contacts with Iceland. Sigrun runs her own hot glass studio near Reykjavik and teaches at 
the Reykjavik School of Visual Art. 
http://www.gleribergvik.is/index.html

Slide show from Tandra Chanda 
At Central 1995-96.  Slide show about her work at the Green Wave Centre for Visual Arts, Calcutta as well as 
her own work in glass.

Franki Austin in conversation with Prof Amal Ghosh

Professor Amal Ghosh and artist Franki Austin discussed Amal Ghosh’s long involvement, as a painter, with both 
glass and with the Central School.   Amongst other things he outlined his approach to glass being of minimum 
interference.  Their conversation was illustrated by images of glass work not only by Amal Ghosh, but also glass 
work attributed to other artists who are known primarily for their painting.   For example, the Chapel at Vence 
in France, designed by the painter Matisse, and works by Braque, Roualt and Chagall.  Searching for future  
possibilities in glass, the conversation became open, with suggestions from the floor.   

We hope this conference will be just the beginning of many such discussions between practitioners.

To stay in touch go to www.centralsaintmartinsglassalumni.wordpress.com or email csmcentralglass@gmail.com


